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Abstract

Traditional information retrieval systems allow relevance ranking on the document level but do not offer

any facilities to restrict the set of possibly relevant documents with respect to certain structural conditions

on the sub-document level. XML database systems, on the other hand, support structural query languages

but do not allow for content-based relevance ranking.

We present an extension to the MultiText framework that supports the combination of structural and

content-related queries in the form of content-and-structure queries. Content scoring is realized by using

the Okapi BM25 scoring function, while the structure of the query results can be defined using both XPath

and MultiText’s query language GCL. This hybrid approach allows to circumvent different shortcomings

that are either specific to XPath or to GCL.

1 Introduction and Overview

In this paper, we present a new approach to the
problem of content-and-structure queries, i.e. the
combination of structure-less, content-based rele-
vance ranking techniques with structural query lan-
guages such as XPath [Con99] or GCL [CCB94b].

In contrast to many other contributions that try
to integrate relevance ranking into structural query
languages, we start from the position of traditional
information retrieval methods and extend them so
that structural requirements can be imposed on the
results of a query. The main reason for this ap-
proach is that for most applications the quality of
the information retrieval part of the system is more
critical than the ability to specify arbitrary struc-
tural constraints.

We take structural components from two sources:
XPath and GCL. This is necessary because both

languages have different shortcomings and the com-
bination of both allows us to circumvent these short-
comings. We chose to use XPath instead of XQuery
because, although the expressive power of XQuery
is superior to that of XPath, the additional func-
tions offered by XQuery, such as sorting and the
construction of new elements, are unnecessary for
content-and-structure queries.

In the following section, we give a brief summary of
known full-text relevance search extensions to XML
query languages and show their limits. In sections
3 and 4, we give a short introduction into both
XPath and traditional relevance ranking. Section
5 describes the MultiText framework and a number
of necessary extensions to the framework. In sec-
tion 6, we present a new query language, based on
XPath and GCL, that combines relevance ranking
and structural queries. Section 7 gives a summary
of our research and shows possible future work in
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this area.

This paper describes parts of the Wumpus informa-
tion retrieval system, which is based on the Mul-
tiText indexing/search framework. The Wumpus
system is still in development and is intended to
become a multifunctional desktop search system.
It can be downloaded from the author’s website:
http://stefan.buettcher.org/cs/wumpus/

2 Related Work

Many attempts have been made to unify struc-
tural (boolean) queries and content-based (rele-
vance) queries recently.

Theobald and Weikum [TW00] presented a rele-
vance ranking mechanism that is based on the XML-
QL language. Fuhr and Grossjohann added rele-
vance ranking to the XQL query language [FG00].
Fegaras [Feg04] proposed the integration of rele-
vance scores into boolean predicates of XQuery. The
relevance ranking is based on traditional TF*IDF
components, but also takes into account new fac-
tors, such as element nesting level, stemming from
the nature of XML documents.

The World Wide Web Consortium is currently de-
veloping a full-text search extension to XPath 2.0
and XQuery 1.0. Their progress can be watched on
the W3C website [Con03].

Amer-Yahia et al. [AYBS04] developed TeXQuery a
full-text search extension to XQuery that, according
to their claims, fulfills all the requirements for a full-
text search extension, as defined by the World Wide
Web Consortium in their work towards a full-text
search standard. Rys [Rys03] gives an overview of
the integration of full-text search mechanisms into
XML query languages.

All the above approaches have in common that they
start from a structural query language – XPath or
XQuery – and add full-text relevance search capa-
bilities to the original language. However, we be-
lieve that for many applications the full power of
traditional search techniques from IR is desirable,
so rather than adding full-text extensions to struc-
tural query languages, we are proposing a method
to add structural elements to a traditional relevance
query.

Furthermore, the strict structure of XML might not
be suited very well to deal with realistic informa-
tion retrieval problems. Overlapping document re-
gions and sequences of XML elements (retrieving

only parts of elements as opposed to entire elements)
cannot be dealt with in native XML/XQuery. How-
ever, a response such as “pages 4-8 or pages 7-10”
makes perfect sense in information retrieval.

Moreover, when structural queries and relevance
ranking are to be combined, structural elements can
be introduced at two points:

1. the part of the text collection returned by the
query processor (the query result) must meet
certain structural conditions;

2. the query elements used to perform the rele-
vance ranking may not only be individual terms
but can contain complex structural queries
themselves.

The first part is addressed appropriately by most
XML query languages. However, although there are
suggestions related to term proximity and the order
in which query terms appear in a candidate doc-
ument, none of the existing approaches covers the
second part in an adequate way.

3 The XPath Query Language

Since our work is in parts based on XPath, we briefly
present its main syntactic components. The XML
Path Language (XPath), version 1.0, has been de-
fined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
as a W3C standard in 1999 [Con99]. A detailed de-
scription, as well as many examples, can be found
on W3C’s website.

The XPath query language allows the selection of
XML elements within an XML document along so-
called axes. Among the various axes defined by
XPath are the child and parent axes, which can
be used to select all child or parent nodes of a set of
nodes within an XML document, respectively. The
evaluation of an XPath expression starts with a set
of currently selected nodes that only contains the
root node of a document and successively applies
all steps of the expression to the current node set,
yielding a new set in every step.

Executing the query

doc(“xml.xml”)/child::*/child::name,

for instance, would result in all grandchildren of the
root node of the document stored in the file xml.xml
that have the type name. In addition to the “/” op-
erator that is used to select XML nodes along cer-
tain axes, the “[]” operator can be used to perform
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a filtering operation on the current set of nodes. For
example,

doc(“xml.xml”)/child::product[@price < 100]

selects all product nodes whose price attribute
value is less than 100.

XPath does not support any notion of relevance. A
node may either meet the query criteria or not. If
two nodes both meet the criteria, it is not possible to
say which one is better and should thus be presented
to the user first.

4 Traditional Relevance Rank-

ing

Traditional relevance ranking is usually performed
on a collection of documents. With respect to a
certain information need (e.g., “I want to know ev-
erything about King Henry VIII.”), an information
retrieval system has to answer the question: “What
are the most relevant documents?”, effectively rank-
ing all documents in the collection in their order of
relevance to the query.

The definition of what a document is may be cho-
sen arbitrarily to meet the specific requirements of
a certain task: a PDF file, a paragraph in a book,
or a minute of spoken data could all be documents.
However, once this decision has been made, it is
final. After the collection has been indexed, only
entire documents may be ranked.

Various ways to circumvent this restriction have
been studied. Among these techniques are passage
scoring methods that rank passages within docu-
ments instead of entire documents [KZ97], [CCT00],
[CCL01]. Passage scoring is especially important
when the documents in the text collection are very
large (PDF files containing several hundred pages,
for instance) and a system’s response that a doc-
ument is relevant is of questionable utility to the
user because she does not know which parts of the
document are the actually relevant parts.

We do not make use of any passage scoring technique
but instead perform relevance ranking on a dynam-
ically generated document collection, defined using
a structural query language. The scoring method
employed is the standard Okapi BM25 function in-
troduced by Robertson et al. [RWJ+94] [RWB98].

In BM25, every query term T is assigned a term

weight

wT = ln(
|D| − |DT | + 0.5

|DT | + 0.5
), (1)

where D is the set of all documents in the corpus,
and DT is the set of documents containing the term
T . For a given query Q = {T1, ..., Tn}, the score of
a document D is computed using the formula

∑

T∈Q

wT · qT ·
dT · (1 + k1)

dT + k1 · ((1 − b) + b · lenD

lenavg
)
, (2)

where dT is the number of occurrences of the term T

in the document D, lenD is the length of D, lenavg is
the average document length in the corpus, and qT

is the query-specific relative weight of the term T .
Usually, qT equals the number of occurrences of T in
the original query. In fact, experiments have shown
that this is the optimal choice for many applications
[JWR00].

The remaining parameters in formula 2 were chosen
to be k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75 in our implementation.
However, these values are highly dependent on the
text collection, as they can be used to give higher
preference on either long or short documents [Fuj04]
[JWR00].

5 The MultiText Framework

The MultiText information retrieval system imple-
ments a framework for both structured text search
and relevance ranking [CCB94a] [CC00]. However,
there is almost no interaction between both parts of
the framework. In particular, the set of documents
in a text collection has to be defined at indexing
time and cannot be selected differently from query
to query.

MultiText indexes a text collection on the sub-
document level, which allows for structured queries,
such as term sequences (“to be or not to be”) and
term proximity queries (“MultiText” within 3 words
from “Waterloo”). In the remainder of this section,
we give a brief review of the structural operators
defined in the MultiText framework and introduce
two new operators that are necessary to remove un-
desirable limitations, caused by MultiText’s shortest
substring rule, and to process XPath queries.

5.1 Structural Queries in MultiText

The MultiText framework is based on the shortest
substring paradigm of the generalized concordance
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lists proposed by Clarke et al. [CCB94a] [CCB94b].
An index extent [S, E] is a result of a query Q iff

1. [S, E] matches the query conditions and

2. there is no other extent [S ′, E′] ⊆ [S, E] that is
a result of Q.

This rule implies that query results may overlap but
may not be nested. Obviously, this paradigm is not
compatible with XPath queries, which may very well
have nested results. In section 5.4, we show how to
deal with this contradiction.

MultiText supports the combination of queries to
construct new queries that impose structural re-
quirements on the text passages matching the re-
sulting query. A basic query consists of a single term
T and asks for all occurrences of T within the text
collection (i.e., all minimal text passages that con-
tain the term). Starting with the basic queries, new
queries can be defined in a recursive way. Let A

and B be two MultiText queries and let RA and
RB denote their result sets. Then:

• (A∧B) asks for all minimal passages containing
at least one RA ∈ RA and at least one RB ∈
RB .

• (A∨B) asks for text ranges containing at least
one RA ∈ RA or one RB ∈ RB .

• (A..B) asks for all minimal passages that start
with an RA ∈ RA and end with an RB ∈ RB .

• (A > B) asks for all minimal passages RA ∈ RA

that contain at least one RB ∈ RB . Similarly,
(A 6> B) asks for for all text ranges RA ∈ RA

that do not contain an RB ∈ RB .

• (A < B) asks for all minimal passages RA ∈ RA

that are contained in at least one RB ∈ RB .
(A 6< B) is analogous to (A 6> B).

5.2 Combining Structural Queries

and Relevance Ranking

As mentioned in section 2, structural components
may be introduced at two different points:

1. two impose certain requirements on the possible
results;

2. two define the query elements that are used to
rank the results.

<person>

  <name>Henry VIII</name>

  <title>King</name>

  <parents>

    <person>

      <name>Henry VII</name>

      <title>King</name>

    </person>

    <person>

      <name>Elizabeth</name>

      <title>Princess of York</name>

    </person>

  </parents>

</person>

Figure 1: Nested XML elements of the same type.
The person element describing Henry VIII. is inac-
cessible to GCL.

The MultiText framework already supports rele-
vance queries of the second type: When BM25 is
used to score documents from a text collection, the
set of query terms is not restricted to actual terms,
but every T ∈ Q in formula 2 can in fact be an ar-
bitrarily complex query, constructed using the rules
described in section 5.1.

Support for queries of type 1 is not difficult to imple-
ment and has been added to the Wumpus system.
In MultiText, entire documents are scored. The set
of all documents in the text collection can be ex-
pressed by the query

“<document>” .. “</document>”

in GCL, the MultiText query language. The
<document> tags may either already have been
present in the document or may have been added
as virtual text elements at indexing time to define
document boundaries. So, scoring documents is in
fact only a special case of scoring the results of a
structural query and we may modify the query lan-
guage so that it supports arbitrary GCL-compatible
extents to be scored.

This extension to the MultiText relevance ranking
capabilities is sufficient for most realistic scenarios,
as GCL can be used to express most of the con-
straints that can be expressed in XPath. Three ma-
jor problems remain:

• GCL is incompatible with certain aspects of
XML, in particular with nestings of nodes of
the same type, as shown in Figure 1, as it

– cannot distinguish between different nest-
ing levels and
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<person name="Henry VIII" title="King">

  <parents>

    <person name="Henry VII" title="King">

    <person name="Elizabeth" title="Princess of York">

  <parents>

</person>

<newpage/>

<person name="Peter" title="Czar">

  <parents>

    ...

  </parents>

</person>

<person><attr!name>Henry VIII</attr!name>

  <attr!title>King</attr!title>

  <parents>

    <person><attr!name>Henry VII</attr!name>

      <attr!title>King</attr!title></person>

    <person><attr!name>Elizabeth</attr!name>

      <attr!title>Princess of York</attr!title></person>

  </parents>

</person>

<newpage></newpage>

<person><attr!name>Peter</attr!name>

...(a) (b)

Figure 2: XML data (a) before and (b) after preprocessing.

– cannot return elements that contain other
elements of the same type.

• It is impossible two specify ranking criteria
that involve two different relevance scoring pro-
cesses, e.g. “Return all books that contain a
chapter talking about King Henry VIII. and an-
other chapter that covers Queen Victoria.”.

In the following two sections, we show how to solve
the first two problems by extending GCL and adding
full XPath support to the MultiText framework. A
solution to the third problem (multiple scoring pro-
cesses) is presented in section 6 as part of a new,
unified query language.

5.3 Element Sequences

In section 2, we described the inability to deal with
element sequences, such as “pages 4-8”, as one ma-
jor shortcoming of XPath-based solutions to the
problem of content-and-structure queries. Unfor-
tunately, the same holds for GCL, which – due
to the nature of the underlying shortest substring
paradigm – cannot be used to retrieve sequences of
adjacent XML elements.

It is not difficult, though, to add support for this
kind of query by introducing a new operator:

“<page>” ../N “</page>”

selects sequences of up to N page elements as long
as they are immediately adjacent. That is, the new
query

“<page>” ../2 “</page>”

can be translated to two traditional GCL expres-
sions:

“<page>” .. “</page>”

and

“<page>” .. “</page><page>” .. “</page>”,

which are then evaluated one after the other.

It has to be pointed out, however, that the introduc-
tion of the new “../N” operator is dangerous and
might break the framework because the implemen-
tations of many of the other operators defined in
GCL rely on the fact that for two extents [S1, E1]
and [S2, E2] that are results of the same GCL ex-
pression, we have:

S1 ≤ S2 ⇔ E1 ≤ E2.

This is not true for “../N”, as we may have nested
extents within the same result set. Therefore, we
have to restrict the use of the new operator to the
topmost level of a GCL expression, i.e. no other
GCL operator may use the results of the new oper-
ator.

5.4 Adding XPath Support

The structural queries that can be constructed using
the rules from section 5.1 cannot be used to find
the parent or the children of a given XML element.
Within the MultiText framework, it is possible to
find elements that contain a certain element or that
are contained within a element, i.e. to walk along
the ancestor or descendant axis:

(“<containee>” .. “</containee>”)
< (“<container>” .. “</container>”)

However, it is not possible to tell if a descendant

of a certain element is a child or not, since
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      1            2      3     4             5             6     7              8          9         10

 <person>  <attr!name>  Henry  VIII  </attr!name>  <attr!title>  King  </attr!title>  <parents>   <person>

<level!1>    <level!2>                 </level!2>     <level!2>           </level!2>  <level!2>  <level!3>

               <attr!>                   </attr!>       <attr!>             </attr!>

Sequence #

Input token

Virtual tokens

Figure 3: Augmenting the input stream with special tokens for XPath support.

this decision requires additional knowledge about
other XML tags within the container element.
The same holds for the parent, attribute,
preceding-sibling and following-sibling axes,
as they all require information about the nesting
level of a particular node.

In order to include these types of structural queries
into our framework, we have to implement several
extensions, both at indexing and at query time.

5.4.1 XPath at Indexing Time

First of all, we assume that the input XML docu-
ment comes in a slightly modified form: XML at-
tributes are not allowed but have to be encoded as
ordinary XML elements instead. To avoid ambigu-
ity, the resulting XML tags have a special form, as
shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, empty elements
may not occur in their abbreviated <empty/> form,
but have to appear as <empty></empty>. Both re-
quirements can easily be met by running a prepro-
cessor on the input document before performing the
actual indexing.

When the actual indexing takes place, the index-
ing algorithm uses MultiText’s ability to index dif-
ferent tokens at the same position and introduces
special symbols that can later be used to determine
the nesting level of a given node within an XML
document. More precisely, the indexing algorithm
keeps track of the current nesting level and inserts
a <level!K> / </level!K> pair for every pair of
XML tags in the input stream, where K is the nest-
ing level of the current token. In addition, it inserts
an <attr!> / </attr!> pair whenever it encounters
an attribute node.

This process is shown in Figure 3 and helps us find
children, parents and attributes at query time.

5.4.2 XPath at Query Time

After a text collection has been indexed, XPath
queries may be executed to obtain subsets of the en-

tire collection. We will show how XPath expressions
can be evaluated within the MultiText framework.
For simplicity, we introduce a new operator:

The query (A · B) asks for all passages P ∈
RA ∩RB , where RX denotes the result set of
a query X .

The different XPath axes may now be implemented
within the extended MultiText framework by using
the information stored inside the <level!N> lists.
Although in general, we might have self-nested ele-
ment types (such as name in Figure 1), this is not
the case any more for a fixed nesting level.

Therefore, we may implement the ancestor axis us-
ing the following algorithm:

ancestor: // input: element [S, E] on level l

R := ∅
for i := l − 1 downto 1 do
R := R ∪
R((“<level!i>”..“</level!i>”) > [S, E])

return R

Implementations for the other XPath axes look sim-
ilar and always process the result candidates in a
level-by-level fashion. Typed XPath steps, such as
child::parents are realized by accessing the re-
sults of the expression

((“<parents>” · “<level!i>”) ..
(“</parents>” · “</level!i>”))

instead of (“<level!i>”..“</level!i>”).

Similarly, the attribute axis is realized by com-
bining <attr!> and <level!(l + 1)> (where l is the
nesting level of the current element) in the same way
as above, i.e. using the · operator.
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XGCL Query:
@cas-rank  gcl("<book>".."</book>)  by
    scoring  xpath(this/@title)  for  "kings", "queens", "england"  using  BM25
    scoring  gcl(("<chapter>".."</chapter>")<this)  for  "henry", "viii"  using  QAP
    scoring  xpath(this//chapter)  for  "queen", "victoria"  using  BM25

Book1 Book2

Chapter1 Chapter2 Chapter3

Title
score: 1.000

gcl("<book>".."</book>")

scoring  xpath(this/@title)Title
score: 0.000 for  "kings", "queens", "england"

scoring  gcl(("<chapter>".."</chapter>")<this)
for  "henry", "viii"

Chapter1 Chapter2

Book3

Chapter1 Chapter2 Chapter3

Title
score: 0.453

// selects all book elements for ranking
// scores title attributes of all books  (selection: XPath; scoring: BM25)
// scores all chapters of all books  (selection: GCL; scoring: QAP)
// scores all chapters of all books  (selection: XPath; scoring: BM25)

0.614 0.113 1.000 0.5100.0310.801 0.207 0.000

Chapter1 Chapter2 Chapter3 Chapter1 Chapter2 Chapter1 Chapter2 Chapter3
0.089 0.172 0.245 1.0000.0830.107 0.050 0.303

scoring  xpath(this//chapter)
for  "queen", "victoria"

total score: 2.104 total score: 0.786 total score: 2.453

Figure 4: Example XGCL query with three different relevance queries. Scores are normalized and the
maximum from every scoring process is added to the final score of the target.

6 A Unified Content-and-

Structure Query Language

This section describes a new, unified query lan-
guage that supports content-and-structure queries
involving structural components from both GCL
and XPath, called XGCL.

The general syntax of content-and-structure queries
in XGCL is of the following form:

@cas-rank Target by
scoring Element1 for Query1 using Method1

scoring Element2 for Query2 using Method2

.....

The “@cas-rank” command is used to distinguish
the query from other query types defined in the Mul-
tiText framework. A cas-rank query has the follow-
ing components:

Target is an arbitrary XPath or GCL query (in-
cluding new new operator for element sequence
queries) that defines the passages within a text
collection that are to be ranked and returned
when the query is processed.

Element is either an XPath or a GCL expression
that is used to select a set of text passages for
a given target T . These passages are selected
relative to T and are assigned a relevance score
for the given Query.

Query is an ordinary relevance query, a sequence
of GCL expressions.

Method is the scoring method to be used. Several
scoring methods are supported by MultiText,
including the Okapi BM25 function.

Every query can contain arbitrarily many (but at
least one) Element/Query/Method triples. The fi-
nal score of a passage T ∈ RTarget is computed by
calculating the normalized sum of all scoring results.

This process is shown by the example in Figure 4.
First, all book elements in the collection are selected.
Then, for every book the title attribute is selected
and scored using BM25 and global term statistics
from all title attributes selected (this means that,
in information retrieval terminology, the title at-
tributes from all books form the document collection
for this scoring process).

As a next step, all chapters from all books are taken,
considered a document collection again and scored
using MultiText’s QAP algorithm. The third scor-
ing process takes again all chapters from all books
and scores them using BM25. The scores from all
three scoring processes are then combined to com-
pute the final score of the target elements, the books
in the text collection.

6.1 Multiple Evidence Combination

When a Target set is ranked it may happen that for
a given target T there is more than one Element in
the same scoring process. In the example shown in
Figure 4, for instance, every book contains several
chapter elements. Adding the relevance scores of
all chapters to the target’s final score is a bad idea
because it favors irrelevant books with many chap-
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ters over relevant books with few chapters.

On the other hand, if we assume a correlation be-
tween relevance scores and the probability of being
relevant to a given topic, it makes sense to give a
higher score to a book that contains two relevant
chapters than to a book that contains only one rel-
evant chapter – supposing the number of chapters
in both books are similar. However, at this point it
is not clear at all what this combination of multiple
sources of evidence could look like.

Our solution is to take the score of the highest-
scoring element and to ignore the rest. The same
strategy is used by MultiText’s QAP passage scor-
ing algorithm [CCL01]. When it is used to score
documents by relevant passages within documents,
it assigns the score of the highest-scoring passage to
the whole document. Since both tasks are very sim-
ilar and QAP performs reasonably well, we chose to
adopt this method.

7 Conclusions and Future

Work

We have presented a new query language, XGCL,
that combines two structural query languages,
XPath and GCL, with traditional relevance rank-
ing. XGCL can be used to express a great number of
content-and-structure queries. Our approach differs
from most approaches to the content-and-structure
problem in so far as we start from the IR point of
view instead of the XPath/XQuery position and try
to insert structural components into a traditional
retrieval system.

We have extended the GCL query language so that
it supports sequences of XML elements, which con-
tradicts the original shortest substring paradigm of
the MultiText framework, and presented a way to
integrate XPath into that framework. The combina-
tion of XPath and GCL as query languages for struc-
tural constraints allows to express a greater number
of constraints than each language alone would be
able to specify.

Future work will primarily focus on the impact that
content-and-structure queries can have on the ef-
fectiveness of ordinary document retrieval systems,
especially in the domain of genomics-related text
databases such as the Medline database of biomedi-
cal publications [oM04], which offers a rich variety of
structural information due to various annotations.

We will also investigate different techniques of multi-

ple evidence combination, as discusses in section 6.1
because this is one of the major unsolved problems
in the domain of content-and-structure queries.

Furthermore, we will study possibilities to score se-
quences of non-successional elements and display the
results in a uniform, user-friendly way.
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